
When Will I Have to Replace Filters in my Water-Revolution Energized Water System? 

Water-Revolution products are built to last a long time.  With a little care and attention along the way, 
you can help ensure your System lives up to its full potential. 

The best way to keep your water tasting great all the time is to replace your filters on a regular basis.  
Every filter has a specified life span which is affected by source water variables.  Once that time frame is 
reached, the System needs new filter cartridges.  

A water filter works in two ways to reduce the amount of contamination in the water, by binding and 
trapping. Some contaminants stick to the surface of the filter media, others are trapped as they pass 
through the pores of the filter. Over time, the pores of the filter will become blocked by all the matter 
trapped in it.  The filter surface will also become coated, restricting the passage of water through the 
filter. When these things happen, the flow of water from the filter will reduce. Even worse, it may happen 
that the trapped particles and coating on the media surface could, over time, work their way through the 
filter and emerge on the other side along with the clean filtered water.  Clogging indicates that the 
cartridges have been working efficiently.   

That’s why regular water filter replacement is so important. 

The frequency of filter changes will depend upon:  
• your water quality

• your water pressure

• the temperature of the source water

• your water usage

For example, if there is a lot of sediment and/or particles in your water, then you will have to change your 
filters more frequently than someone does with little to no sediment. If you are a family of six who 
consume gallons of drinking water every day, then your usage will demand more frequent filter changes.  

Signals that the Filter Needs Changing: 
• A gradual decrease in flow rate and/or pressure.
• An odor in the water.
• An unpleasant or changed taste.
• The appearance of a tint in previously clear water.
• Sediment is settled at the bottom of a glass after water is left for a period of time.
• You have exceeded the System’s water usage guidelines.

If you wait long past the recommended Replacement Guideline time frame, you run the risk of the filters 
not functioning as intended as the surface area becomes filled and no more contaminants can be adsorbed 
or the filtration media become so clogged with debris water can no longer move through effectively.   

Changing your system’s filter only takes a few minutes and will keep you and your family drinking clean, 
great tasting water.  Each Cartridge Replacement Set comes complete with step-by-step, easy-to-follow 
Instructions. 

You should always keep a back-up Replacement Cartridge Set on hand, for convenient change-outs. 
Filters should be kept in a sealed bag and stored in a cool, dry place until you are ready to use them. 



 
 

Recommended Cartridge Replacement Guidelines  
(Based on average water use and quality): 

System Change Filter Set
AlkaChi™ (residential under counter ultra filtration system) Every 6-12 months
ALKACHILL™ (inline refrigerator device) Every 6-12 months
AlkaDirect™ (residential under counter quick-connect filtration system) Every 6-12 months
AlkaFridge™ (residential refrigerator quick-connect filtration system) Every 6-12 months
AlkaPurity™ H-D (under counter purification system)* Every 6-12 months
AlkaPurity™ MAX, MAX 2.0 or MAX 3.0 (commercial dispensing purification system)* Every 3-6 months
AlkaPurity™ PRO (light commercial purification system)* Every 3-6 months
AlkaPurity™ Ultra UV (under counter ultra violet purification system)* Every 6-12 months
AlkaRev™ (residential counter top) Every 6-12 months
AlkaSmart™ (light commercial filtration system) Every 3-6 months
alkaTREK™ (travel filter) Every 6 months
DigiSoftener™ (water softener system) Pre-Filter Sediment Cartridge Every 4 months
DynaPur™ (whole house energy system) Housing One Cartridge Every 4 months
DynaPur™ (whole house energy system) Energy Cartridge Every 2-3 years
Fluoride Reduction System™ Cartridge Every 12 months
ModWater™ (residential under counter filtration system) Every 6-12 months
ReadyPur™ (portable emergency ultra filtration device) Ceramic Elements Every 24 months
ReadyPur™ (portable emergency ultra filtration device) Energized Media Every 8-12 months
Revolutionizer™ (counter top filter) Every 6-12 months
RO Accessory Unit (residential water energizer add-on) Every 6-12 months
UC Revolutionizer™ (under counter filtration unit) Every 6-12 months
Shower Solution™ Shower Head Every 12 months
Shower Solution™ Shower Hose Every 3 months
Shower Solution™ Bath ORB™ Every 12 months
*AlkaPurity RO Membranes should be replaced every 20-24 months and
 Tanks should be sanitized annually or replaced every 2 years.

If you notice significantly shorter-than-expected filter life, it’s probably the quality of your source water.  Please give us a call. 
 

 
Your System is designed and manufactured for the use of Water-Revolution filter cartridges only. Always use 
genuine Water-Revolution replacement filter cartridges to ensure quality water.  Use of any other filtration media 
may harm the unit and will void the system’s Warranty.  Additionally, use of any other filter could result in water 
not being filtered effectively or the possible introduction of impurities into your water from materials that were 
never verified to be acceptable for drinking water contact.  Remember: taste and odor may tip you off to the 
presence of chlorine in your water, but most contaminants are tasteless and odorless. 
 
Each time a customer orders replacement cartridges from Water-Revolution according to the System’s 
Replacement Guideline time frame, the System’s Limited 1 Year Warranty is extended for another 12-month 
period from date of cartridge purchase.  
 

 
Be among the first to know about our specials and new products.  Get social with Water-Revolution: 

 
Like Us 

 
Follow Us 

                                                
Join Us 

 
Pin Us 

www.Facebook.com/WaterRevolution                                                                 www.LinkedIn.com/pub/Water-Revolution                
                                                                         www.Twitter.com/WaterRevTweets                                                            www.Pinterest.com/WaterRevolution                

 
www.Water-Revolution.com                             (336) 525-1015                             support@water-revolution.com 
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